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1. Computational Complexity Analysis

Notice that at each iteration of the greedy algorithm, we
need to compute f(⇤ [ {i}) for every i 2 {1, . . . ,M}\⇤,
where for any � we have
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for w(`)
t�1,t defined in the main paper. To compute f(⇤ [

{i}), we need to run dynamic programming. This requires
performing T` maximizations for video `, where each max-
imization requires computing a table with |⇤ + 1|2 pairs.
Given that |⇤|2 pairs have already been computed in the
previous iteration of the greedy, we need to compute O(|⇤|)
new values per video, hence, O(k

PL
`=1 T`) cost for com-

puting f(⇤ [ {i}) for a fixed i, given that |⇤|  k. At each
iteration of the greedy, we need to compute the marginal
gain for each i in {1, . . . ,M}\⇤, hence, O(kM

PL
`=1 T`)

cost per greedy iteration. Finally, to find k representatives,
we need to run the greedy algorithm for k iterations, hence,
a total cost of O(k2M

PL
`=1 T`).

2. More Details on ProceL Dataset

Table 1 shows the statistics of the ProceL dataset, for
each of the 12 tasks in the dataset. Notice the dataset of-
fers variations in terms of complexity and size of different
tasks. While some videos such as ‘perform CPR’ or ‘tie
a tie’ are shorter, with about 3.5K frames, tasks such as
‘setup chromecast’, ‘replace iPhone battery’ and ‘replace
toilet’ are long, with more than 12K frames. The dictionary
of tasks such as ‘perform CPR’ and ‘make smoke salmon
sandwich’ have, respectively, 8 and 9 key-steps, while the
tasks of ‘change tire’ and ‘change toilet’ have, respectively,
18 and 21 key-steps. In addition, not all key-steps in the

dictionary always appear in every video, as shown in the
column for average number of key-steps per video. Some
tasks show large variations in terms of key-steps. For ex-
ample, the task ‘change tire’ has 18 total key-steps, while
each video on average contains about 11 key-steps. Simi-
larly, ‘change toilet’ has 21 total key-steps, while each video
on average contains 11 key-steps. On the other hand, some
tasks have less variation in terms of the appearance of key-
steps. For example, the task ‘tie a tie’ has 14 total key-steps,
while every video on average contains 12 key-steps. Sim-
ilarly, large variations can be seen across different tasks in
terms of the foreground ration, i.e., the ratio of total length
of key-steps to the total length of the video. While ‘jump-
start car’ or ‘assemble a clarinet’ have a small foreground
ratio, i.e., contain mostly background subactivities, tasks
such as ‘make smoke salmon sandwich’ or ‘change tire’
have a large foreground ratio. These factors to a good ex-
tent justify the lower/higher performance of most methods
on different tasks, as presented in the main paper and below.

To better quantify the variations of videos of each task in
terms of having missing or repeated key-steps or same or-
dering of key-steps, following [1] we compute three scores:
frequency of missing key steps, frequency of repeated key
steps and consistency of key steps ordering. We follow the
definitions in [1] for computing the former two and modify
the latter definition to be applicable to our case. Let N be
the total number of videos in each task and K be the size
of key-step dictionary of each task. We define un and gn

as the total number of unique key steps in a video and the
total number of annotated key steps (including repeated key
steps), respectively. Finally, lij denotes the longest com-
mon subsequence between i-th and j-th videos while cij is
the minimum annotated key steps between the two videos.

Missing Key Steps. The frequency of missing key steps M
is defined as the ratio of the unique key steps in videos and
the number of key steps in the dictionary. This captures the
number of key-steps missing in each video, and the score
ranges from 0 to 1. The score will be higher if more videos
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Task # videos avg # frames # key-steps avg # key-steps
/ video

avg frame
size

foreground
ratio

missing
steps

repeated
steps

order
consistency

change tire 55 8,832 18 11 1060 x 607 0.88 38.7 7.2 14.0
make coffee 61 7,495 12 7 1029 x 599 0.46 40.7 12.1 22.7
perform cpr 58 3,893 8 6 884 x 515 0.68 31.7 34.1 26.1

jump-start car 60 4,368 14 9 1025 x 602 0.21 37.0 2.4 24.4
repot plant 59 5,693 10 5 1084 x 624 0.52 46.9 34.2 38.0

setup chromecast 49 12,103 12 9 1292 x 727 0.81 22.3 0.9 16.0
assemble clarinet 60 7,087 16 10 962 x 571 0.38 40.4 3.5 35.1

make pbj sandwich 59 5,132 10 6 1037 x 624 0.52 37.1 24.6 25.3
replace iPhone battery 59 12,181 14 10 1255 x 707 0.78 27.1 0.2 10.4
make smoke salmon 41 4,804 9 5 1149 x 674 0.91 47.4 15.3 29.4

tie a tie 70 3,625 14 12 957 x 583 0.71 14.0 3.8 5.8
change toilet 49 13,398 21 11 1137 x 663 0.65 48.1 1.1 16.8

Table 1: Statistics of the ProceL dataset across different tasks.

have missing key-steps,
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Repeated Key Steps. Similarly, the frequency of repeated
key steps R quantifies the repetitions of key steps in videos.
It is defined as the ratio of unique key steps and total number
of annotated key steps in videos. The score is between 0 and
1, and higher score implies more repetitions of key steps
across videos,
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Order Consistency. Finally, order consistency O is defined
the average over the consistencies between distinct pairwise
videos. In turn, the consistency between a pair of videos is
defined as the ratio of the longest common subsequence and
the minimum number of annotated key-steps of two videos.
This score is also between 0 and 1 and higher score means
higher order consistency between pairs of videos,
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Table 1 shows that ‘tie a tie’ has the smallest number of
missing key-steps, while ‘make smoke salmon’ or ‘change
toilet’ have large missing steps. On the other hand, ‘replace
iPhone battery’ and ‘set up chromecast’ have the smallest
number of repeated steps, while ‘repot plant’ and ‘perform
cpr’ have the largest number of repeated steps, on which our
method does well given that it can handle repeated steps. Fi-
nally, the tasks ‘repot a plant’, ‘assemble clarinet’ and ‘per-
form cpr’ are very consistent in their ordering, while ‘tie
a tie’, ‘change tire’ and ‘setup chromecast’ videos are less
consistent and more challenging for procedure learning.

Figure 1 shows the ground-truth annotations for three
sample videos in ProceL from the tasks ‘change tire’,
‘replace iPhone battery’ and ‘assemble clarinet’. These
ground-truth annotations, as discussed in the main paper,

Video 1

   Set warning triangle Brake on Remove wheel coverTurn on warning light Get equipment out

Video 2

Video 3

Change Tire

Video 1

Video 2

Video 3

Replace iPhone battery

Video 1

Video 2

Video 3

Assemble clarinet

Loosen lug nuts Find jack point Jack up Remove wheel Put spare tire

Jack downTighten lug nuts Put equipment back

Unscrew lug nuts

Read manual Put wheel coverScrew lug nuts

   

Turn off

Open screen

Remove battery plateUnscrew screen Disconnect screen

Unplug battery connection Warm up phone Remove battery

Install battery plate

Connect screen

Screw screen

Put new battery

Put screen Try phone

   Put case facing up Take out pieces

Put mouth piece on barrel

Open case Put reed in mouth

Put reed on mouth piece Put ligature on mouth piece Tighten ligature screws Join lower joint and upper joint

Put on mouth piece Line up bridge key

Put on bell

Hold down bridge key

Put on cap

Grease corks

Figure 1: Annotations of key-steps of three videos from the tasks
‘change tire’, ‘replace iPhone battery’ and ‘assemble clarinet’ in
the ProceL dataset.

were gathered by consensus between two human annota-
tors, who both watched all the videos. Notice that some
key-steps are very short, such as ‘unplug battery connec-
tion’ in ‘replace iPhone battery’, while some are long, such
as ‘remove battery’ in the same task. Also, ‘assemble clar-
inet’ has a larger background compared to other two tasks.
Notice that the annotations are, roughly speaking, coarse
level not detailing fine-grain descriptions of key-steps, e.g.,
‘unplug battery connection’ does not detail what finer steps
need to be done to achieve this key-step.

3. More Information on Feature Extraction

To have a fair comparison to prior work, we use the same
features as in [1]. More specifically, for each video seg-
ment, we extract two types of features: 1000-dimensional
appearance descriptors, which capture the objects present in
the scene, and 2000-dimensional motion descriptors, which
capture actions across frames. We build the final feature



vector of each superframe by concatenating the two descrip-
tors followed by applying Hellinger normalization.

To obtain appearance descriptors, we take 512-
dimensional conv5 layer activations of the VGG16 network
applied to frames of the videos of the same task. We
then build visual-bag-of-features descriptors by applying
KMeans with 1000 centroids on the VGG features and com-
puting the mean of the cluster assignments of frames in each
superframe to build its appearance descriptor. For motion
descriptors, we extract histogram of optical flows (HOF)
features of each superframe using [2], where we set the
maximum trajectory length to the length of the superframe.
We apply KMeans with 2000 centroids to the HOF features
and average the cluster assignments of frames in each su-
perframe to build its motion descriptor. The two types of
descriptors provide complementary information, capturing
semantic content and motion profiles of each segment.
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